Choose the right package for
your organisations needs
Single Adverts

Standard Advert

Featured Category

Featured Advert

£200+ VAT
per advert

Standard advert plus additional
£75+ VAT per advert

Standard advert plus additional
£100+ VAT per advert

Our most cost-effective advertising
option, allowing you to post a job with
your logo for up to 30 days

Make your advert stand out by being the
top advert in every candidate search
within that job category

Our featured advert is a great way to
stand out from the rest, having prime
position at the top of the page

Advert Bundles

5 Advert Bundle

10 Advert Bundle

20 Advert Bundle

£960+ VAT

£1,880+ VAT

£3,600+ VAT

(saving of 4%)
Only £192 per advert
Use over 6 months

(saving of 6%)
Only £188 per advert
Use over 6 months

(saving of 10%)
Only £180 per advert
Use over 6 months

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

BUY NOW

Trust Licenses
The most cost-effective way to advertise on Prospects Online. The 12 month Trust Licence means you can fix your recruitment spend for all schools
within the Trust for the year. By taking up the Licence each establishment within the Trust will benefit from:












Unlimited standard jobs adverts across all establishments within the Trust
Free upgrades to “featured job” status on all adverts
20% discount on the cost of a full Leadership Recruitment Package
Access to the bank of over 3,000 candidates
1 free skyscraper advertisement for your Trust

ENQUIRE NOW

Vacancies promoted via Prospects Online social media channels
Still able to upgrade adverts for inclusion in other local authorities and TES
Reduced administration – one invoice annually
The choice to include new schools during the 12 month licence period*

Take advantage of the freedom to breakdown the cost of the licence across the schools in the Trust, as you see fit
*additional schools charged a one off fee of £200 to be added to the Trust licence during the 12 month licence period

Need help? Call 01274 435420 or email ProspectsOnline@bradford.gov.uk

